1. Aluminum Construction: Aluminum Framing around all opening resulting in the best structural integrity in its class.

2. Laminated wall-slide-out walls, floors & roof section: All monolithic wall laminated construction guaranteeing 100% plus coverage.

3. Black foam insulation: Cut to exact size to fit every opening in our walls, floors and roof. This construction ensures the best insulation and allows us to ensure your unit is ready for any environment.

4. Over-sized nitrogen filled all Terrain tires: The highest ground clearance in its class.

5. Frame mounted walkable steel fenders: This allows you to stand on the fenders to access the roof. Making all your outdoor equipment much more accessible.

6. Fully walkable Xtrme Ply PVC roof: The strongest RV roof on the market! With 2 times the puncture strength this is the most energy efficient and reflective roof out there, keeping your trailer cooler.

7. Fully enclosed underbelly with enclosed gate valves: the enclosed underbelly protects the tanks, plumbing, wiring, and chassis of the trailer.

8. Rhino Rack Rooftop System: Innovative and durable rooftop storage. Allows you to bring your kayaks, surfboards, mountain bikes and outdoor gear on every adventure!

9. 12 foot exclusive Thule box awning: Can be enclosed for additional protection.

10. Aluminum roof ladder: Additional roof access to all your outdoor gear.

11. Fully enclosed underbelly with enclosed gate valves: the enclosed underbelly protects the tanks, plumbing, wiring, and chassis of the trailer.

12. Rhino Rack Rooftop System: Innovative and durable rooftop storage. Allows you to bring your kayaks, surfboards, mountain bikes and outdoor gear on every adventure!

13. Scare Light: 1000 Lumen Amber/White

14. JBL Flip 4: Portable, wireless, and waterproof blue tooth speaker


16. ADVENTURE READY: - Optional bike carriers.

17. 100% INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL LED LIGHTING PACKAGE: - Energy efficient LED light bulbs last longer, are more durable, and offer better light quality than other types of lighting.

18. EASEST IN TOW CLASS UNDER 3500 LBS!: - More aerodynamic shape.

19. Scare Light: 1000 Lumen Amber/White

20. JBL Flip 4: Portable, wireless, and waterproof blue tooth speaker